Security Analyst

Function type:

Freelance - Vast

Location:

Brussels

Duration:

long term

Reference:

202007946

Description:
For a customer in the telecom sector, we are looking for a medior Security Analyst.
This person will be responsible for analysing the daily security of European customers' IT networks, using
ArcSight as SIEM.
Required Responsibilities:
- work in a team that monitors the security alarms of our external customers
- work with the internal CDC and exchange information on new threats and vulnerabilities
- responsible for front-line support during events and/or network or security incidents
- detect security problems and incidents, solve them and coordinate the resolution of complex incidents
- document all the incidents you handle in the ticketing system (CRM / CSS) and track the tickets
- consult the available sources of information to determine the characteristics of incidents
- make standardised changes to safety devices for our customers
- manage, optimize and keep up to date the documents of the clients
- prepare our customers' safety reports and provide additional data

Requirements:
Degree & Experience
- bachelor's degree/industrial engineering training or equivalent experience
- experience with security vulnerabilities and related attacks
- work experience in a SOC is a plus
- experience in customer contacts and/or work for a technical helpdesk
Technical skills
- SIEM solutions (preferably HP ArcSight)
- ICT and IT protocols
- experience on security devices such as BlueCoat, Checkpoint, F5, Cisco (Pix-Firewalls), Netscreen VPN
gateways
- having CCNA certificate or agree to obtain it
- safety level certificates or product certifications are a must
Attitudes/Behaviour
- take initiatives
- flexible ( Service Desk Coordination provides a 24/7 service. Working in shifts is essential)
- creative
- team player
- work with a structured approach while respecting guidelines

- oral and written communication skills
- integrity
Languages
- fluent in French, Dutch and English
- writing in your native language and in English
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